Observations and theoretical simulations have established a framework for galaxy formation and evolution in the young Universe 1-3 . Galaxies formed as baryonic gas cooled at the centres of collapsing dark-matter haloes; mergers of haloes and galaxies then led to the hierarchical build-up of galaxy mass. It remains unclear, however, over what timescales galaxies were assembled and when and how bulges and disks-the primary components of present-day galaxies-were formed. It is also puzzling that the most massive galaxies were more abundant and were forming stars more rapidly at early epochs than expected from models 4-7 . Here we report high-angular-resolution observations of a representative luminous star-forming galaxy when the Universe was only 20% of its current age. A large and massive rotating protodisk is channelling gas towards a growing central stellar bulge hosting an accreting massive black hole. The high surface densities of gas, the high rate of star formation and the moderately young stellar ages suggest rapid assembly, fragmentation and conversion to stars of an initially very gas-rich protodisk, with no obvious evidence for a major merger.
Observations and theoretical simulations have established a framework for galaxy formation and evolution in the young Universe 1-3 . Galaxies formed as baryonic gas cooled at the centres of collapsing dark-matter haloes; mergers of haloes and galaxies then led to the hierarchical build-up of galaxy mass. It remains unclear, however, over what timescales galaxies were assembled and when and how bulges and disks-the primary components of present-day galaxies-were formed. It is also puzzling that the most massive galaxies were more abundant and were forming stars more rapidly at early epochs than expected from models [4] [5] [6] [7] . Here we report high-angular-resolution observations of a representative luminous star-forming galaxy when the Universe was only 20% of its current age. A large and massive rotating protodisk is channelling gas towards a growing central stellar bulge hosting an accreting massive black hole. The high surface densities of gas, the high rate of star formation and the moderately young stellar ages suggest rapid assembly, fragmentation and conversion to stars of an initially very gas-rich protodisk, with no obvious evidence for a major merger.
Imaging spectroscopy of high-redshift galaxies at high angular resolution of well understood rest-frame optical spectral diagnostics is now becoming feasible with advanced instruments on large ground-based telescopes. This promises new empirical information about the crucial epoch of galaxy evolution near a cosmological redshift z , 2, about 3 billion years after the Big Bang, when the Universe was about 20% of its present age. We have recently begun a study of a representative sample of z , 2-3 star-forming galaxies, selected on the basis of their rest-frame ultraviolet/optical fluxes and colours, with the near-infrared integral field spectrometer SINFONI on the Very Large Telescope of the European Southern Observatory 8, 9 . Our first results 10 revealed that fairly large and massive protodisk galaxies were present already at z , 2-3. However, we did not have sufficient resolution to distinguish unambiguously between a merger and a disk interpretation, or to resolve the bulge and disk components. For one of these luminous star-forming galaxies, BzK-15504 (z ¼ 2.38; refs 11, 12) , the presence of a nearby star and excellent atmospheric conditions allowed us to take full advantage of the adaptive optics mode of SINFONI. We achieved an angular resolution of ,0.15 00 (1.2 kpc or 4,000 light years), more than three times better than in our previous work. BzK-15504 is fairly typical of rest-frame optically bright, actively star-forming galaxies at that redshift (for details see legend to Fig. 1 , and Supplementary Information). The SINFONI spectral data reveal the spatial distri-bution and kinematics of spectroscopic tracers in unprecedented detail. Ha line emission tracing ionized gas in many compact starformation complexes is distributed over an extended region of diameter ,1.6 00 (13 kpc), approximately centred on the continuum peak ( Fig. 1 ). The Ha surface brightness distribution is somewhat asymmetric (the emission towards the northwest is significantly brighter) but low-level Ha emission is detected over a comparable area in both northwest and southeast quadrants. Similarly asymmetric distributions of the bright ionized gas are often seen in otherwise symmetric, local-Universe disk galaxies. There they reflect the instantaneous distribution of the youngest star-forming regions and, in some cases, of dust extinction 13, 14 . The velocity field of Ha is remarkably symmetric and is described very well by a combination of circular motion (rotation) in the outer parts and strong radial flow in the nuclear region. BzK-15504 also has a bright near-nuclear concentration of Ha emission, accompanied by wider lines of 450 km s 21 full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) (Figs 1 and 2, and Supplementary Information).
In the outer regions (r . 0.4 00 ) the highest-velocity and lowestvelocity H II region complexes are found at position angle ,248 west of north, which is also the morphological major axis. Along this axis the absolute values of the mean line velocities (relative to the systemic velocity) increase sharply with distance from the centre and reach a constant value at jrj . 0.4 00 (Fig. 2b ). Along the minor axis in the blue-shifted northwestern quadrant the absolute values of the mean velocities decrease smoothly on each side of the major axis (Figs 1 b-i and 2d). Taken together, these characteristics constitute compelling qualitative evidence for rotation in a disk inclined with respect to the sky plane 15 . For quantitative modelling we adopted an azimuthally symmetric exponential disk (see Supplementary Information) , which fits the data very well. The best-fitting models from x 2 minimization (Table 1 ) have a radial exponential scale length of 4.5 kpc, a maximum circular velocity of 230 km s 21 and an overall dynamical mass of 1.1 £ 10 11 solar masses (M ( ) within r , 8 kpc. Although the ionized gas in BzK-15504 is therefore clearly a large rotating disk, the question arises whether this conclusion also holds for the underlying galaxy as a whole, or whether a merger configuration might not also be possible. The possibility of a major merger (a mass ratio of the two galaxies of less than 3:1) is not compatible with the observed kinematics. For two galaxy mass centres separated on the same scale as the gas disk (4 kpc or more), the gas dynamics would be strongly perturbed and would deviate substantially from that of a simple disk. For a very advanced major merger, most of the gas would have a small angular momentum and would be concentrated on the spatial scale of the (stellar) merger remnant (less than 1 kpc) even if a small fraction of loosely bound gas were in a rotating disk with large angular momentum. Finally, in a minor merger (a mass ratio of more than 3:1) the more massive galaxy, including its gas distribution, can retain a significant angular momentum and resemble a rotating disk. This case is compatible with our observations. We conclude that BzK-15504 is a large and massive protodisk galaxy with an angular momentum comparable to that of local Universe Sb/c spirals.
Several properties of the source indicate that the protodisk was assembled rapidly, on a timescale of a few hundred million years, and has been converting a significant fraction of its total baryonic mass to stars on that timescale, with no obvious evidence for a major merger. The dynamical properties and the global and local matter surface densities ( Table 1) show that the gas in the protodisk is unstable to global star formation ('Toomre' Q parameter #1; refs 16, 17) and fragmentation 18 . If the local gas motions seen towards the starforming complexes in Fig. 1 are virialized (see the legend to Fig. 3 , and Supplementary Information) the characteristic diameters (,0.1-0.2 00 ) and intrinsic local velocity dispersions of ,30-60 km s 21 imply very large complex masses of (2-10) £ 10 8 M ( , which in turn are exactly what would be expected for a globally unstable disk. From the Ha line flux and a 'Kennicutt' 19 conversion from Ha luminosity to star formation rate and modelling of the ultraviolet spectral energy distribution (Supplementary Information) we infer a total star-formation rate of 100-200M ( yr 21 for a Chabrier-Kroupa 20,21 stellar mass function (Table 1 ). This is close to the 'maximum' rate 22 for forming the current stellar mass of ,8 £ 10 10 M ( (Table 1 ) on a timescale of ,500 Myr, the stellar age derived from a fit to the spectral energy distribution of the object (see Supplementary Information) . Further, the ratio of circular velocity to local gas velocity dispersion in BzK-15504 is v c /j , 2-4 (all corrected for instrumental effects and inclination), as in three other such galaxies in ref. 10 (see Supplementary Information) . The thin disks of local spiral galaxies have much greater ratios: v c / j , 10-50. The ionized gas disk is dynamically 'hot' . The energy source for this large dispersion is plausibly due to 'feedback' through supernova explosions, or to radiation and winds from the active star formation itself, or to the tapping of the accretion energy in the disk's assembly 10, [23] [24] [25] . All these scenarios require a fairly rapid (a few hundred million years) formation timescale, consistent with the arguments given above. As discussed above, the remarkable feature of BzK-15504 is that the symmetric properties of the observed outer velocity field argue against a recent major merger event of two galaxies as the trigger of this intense star-formation activity. Our data imply a more quiescent but still fast gas inflow from the dark halo, or a rapid series of minor mergers. Combining the gas and stellar masses from Table 1 accounts fully for the inferred dynamical mass within ,10 kpc. The disk seems to be dominated by baryons.
Although the outer disk is well described by circular motion, velocity field and data-model difference maps of the inner disk show strong deviations from rotation within ,0.4 00 (3 kpc) of the nucleus. This conclusion is apparent on inspection of the residual maps in Figure 1 | Velocity maps of Ha emission in BzK-15504 (z 5 2.3834). a, An RGB composite colour map of the entire Ha emission, with three colours encoding the total velocity range of the emission. b-i, Velocity maps summed over 65 km s 21 . j, The highly red-shifted feature east of the nucleus (260 km s 21 range). The velocity maps b-e show that the gas with the largest blueshift is found near the major axis, but as the velocity becomes less blue the emission moves farther and farther away on each side of this axis. This pattern is a clear characteristic of a rotating disk. The crosses in the panels mark the position of the continuum peak. The dotted thin white curve outlines the shape of the integrated Ha emission at the ,20% level. The dotted light blue S-shape indicates the radial flow discussed in the text. The two yellow lines mark the orientation of the major axis of the disk. North is up and east is to the left, and a bar marks a length of 0.5 00 .The source BzK-15504 was discovered as part of a K-band (1.9-2.4 mm, rest frame ,6,500 Å ) survey (to K AB , 21.9) in the RA ¼ 11 h, dec. ¼ 2218 'deep 3a-F' Subaru field 12 (Supplementary Information). Star-forming galaxies at z , 2 were selected from the so-called '(s)BzK' colour criteria (Supplementary Information). Follow-up spectroscopy was then performed with VIMOS on the ESO VLT. The source BzK-15504 (K AB ¼ 21.08, z ¼ 2.38) is among the brightest 30% of the z $ 2 BzK galaxies. The rest-frame ultraviolet spectrum of the source ( Supplementary Fig. 2a ) exhibits strong Lya, C IV 1,549-Å and C III] 1,909-Å emission, indicative of the presence of a central AGN. The SINFONI data were taken in two sets of 6-h integrations in the K-band, both using a nearby V ¼ 16.3 star as reference for the MACAO adaptive optics system. SINFONI delivers spectra simultaneously over a contiguous twodimensional field of 64 pixels £ 32 pixels. The FWHM spectral resolution is 54 km s 21 . The data set shown in Figs 1-3 was taken in excellent atmospheric seeing (FWHM on the visible guider ,0.4-0.6 00 ) and coherence time (7-10 ms) conditions and used the 0.05 00 £ 0.1 00 pixel scale. The resulting FWHM angular resolution is 0.15 00 , corresponding to1.2 kpc (4,000 light years). Another data set was taken in the 0.125 00 £ 0.25 00 pixel scale and resulted in a FWHM spatial resolution of 0.45 00 . The SINFONI data were reduced and calibrated with the custom-developed 'SPRED' 8, 29 software, with additional tools to treat very faint signals and analyse the final data cubes. All physical units in this paper are based on a concordance, flat LCDM (lambda-cold dark matter) cosmology with H 0 ¼ 70 km s 21 Mpc 21 . Fig. 3 , which exhibit significant velocity residuals southwest of the nucleus. The origin of these residuals is gas at slightly blue-shifted velocities entering the nuclear region from the northwest, then passing along the minor axis below the nuclear position and exiting southeast into the red-shifted part of the disk (see Fig. 1a , d-g, shown by the dotted S-shaped curve). This trend is reflected in the overall velocity field of Fig. 3a as a twist of the iso-velocity contours, reaching an amplitude of 70-120 km s 21 in the velocity residual map (Fig. 3c) . Very similar patterns are seen in many local-Universe galaxies (see, for example, refs 15, 26) , where they are interpreted as the tell-tale signature of radial inward streaming of gas from the disk into the nucleus (for example, in response to a stellar bar). This inflow could be an important contributor to the growth of a substantial bulge whose presence is already apparent as a bright stellar peak near the centre of BzK-15504 (see Supplementary Information) . In addition there is a red-shifted high-velocity tail (to ,500 km s 21 ) of the Ha emission ,0.2 00 east of the nuclear continuum peak (Fig. 1j) . This feature is also prominent in [N II] (Supplementary Information) and may be powered by hard ultraviolet radiation from an active galactic nucleus (AGN), whose presence in BzK-15504 at that position is indicated by the properties of its ultraviolet spectrum (Supplementary Information). Inward nuclear flow and a contribution from an AGN plausibly explain the relatively large nuclear velocity dispersion (Fig. 2c) that is not accounted for by the disk rotation model.
Our observations indicate a self-consistent picture of rapid gas Superposed are contours of integrated Ha emission. In all cases the data and models were smoothed to 0.19 00 FWHM. The crosses denote the position of the continuum peak. The strong deviations (in a and c) near the dynamical centre of the velocity field from that of the simple rotation pattern in the outer disk indicate a 70-120-km s 21 component of radial motion, either inflow or outflow. The spatial connection of this radially streaming gas to the outer disk apparent from the channel maps in Fig. 1 strongly favours radial inflow. inflow from the halo, followed by gravitational instability and star formation in a massive, gas-rich protodisk, and a subsequent buildup of a central bulge through inflow triggered by disk instabilities and/or minor mergers 18, 27 . Although BzK-15504 is the only z , 2 galaxy for which such high-resolution data are currently available, its global properties, including its star-formation rate, stellar and dynamical masses and size, are similar to the general population of actively star-forming galaxies at z , 2 (Supplementary Information). Thus, the phenomena observed in this galaxy, such as rapid gas inflow, gravitational instability and subsequent build-up of a central bulge, are probably of general importance for the rapid formation and assembly of massive (comparable to, or more massive than, the Milky Way) galaxies in this critical cosmic epoch 6, 7 . If the large thickness of the Ha gas layer inferred from the observed v c / j , 3 ratio is characteristic of the underlying stellar disk, an obvious question raised by our study is whether we are witnessing the formation of a 'thick' disk, possibly related to the so-called 'old thick' stellar disks seen in several spiral galaxies at low redshift 28 . Alternatively, the z , 2 protodisks might be destroyed later by major mergers and contribute to the formation of elliptical/S0 galaxies.
